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Hello Alice, 
You are invited to the following event:

CAREER BOOTCAMP FOR INTERPRETERS

Event to be held at the following time, date,
and location:

Tuesday, January 28, 2020 at 9:30
AM 
- to -
Wednesday, January 29, 2020 at
6:30 PM (GMT)

London Metropolitan University
Interpreting Suite T4-16 4th floor
166-220 Holloway Road
London N7 8DB
United Kingdom 
View Map

Attend Event
Share this event:

Ready to pull ahead in 2020?

Join me in London for a 2-day boot camp to turn your interpreting career around
with immediate and durable results.

I have partnered with London Metropolitan University to bring you unique and
actionable insights to help you attract more clients, secure better assignments and
increase your revenue in 2020.

Benefit from the experience of a former Chief Interpreter in the UN system, senior
diplomatic interpreter and technology evangelist. Acquire the exact knowledge,
tools, and wisdom you'll need to jumpstart your freelancing career, expand your client
base, embrace technology or land a dream job.  

The 16-hour workshop will cover four major areas impacting your short- and long-
term career planning. Here's a sneak peek:

Module 1: Actionable advice from a Chief Interpreter 

The quality metrics of an interpreter recruiter
Building solid bridges with employers
Review of professional demeanor. 
Self-promotion flops to avoid. Do this, not that!
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Module 2: Building a top-of-mind brand identity

Differentiating yourself in a commoditized environment
Creating a synergistic social media presence
Creating an authoritative LinkedIn profile
Proven social media hacks. Do this, not that!

Module 3: Staff and freelancing opportunities with the UN and other IOs

Understanding the UN recruitment system and requirements
Acing your UN application 
Your UN Careers profile
Exam and interview preparation. Do this, not that.

Module 4: Embracing the brave new world of Remote Interpreting

Retooling for success
Defining RSI, cloud-based and other IDPs
Reassessing fears, adapting to changing times
Pricing, ethical and marketing considerations. Do this, not that!

This is a hands-on workshop conducted through guided debate, mock interviews, self-
guided exercises, and much hard work, in true boot camp fashion. Main
takeawaysinclude:

a clear list of top and flop strategies when dealing with recruiters
a fresh and efficient LinkedIn profile
a clean UN Careers profile and application template
a list of best practices for RSI
an interpreter profile in KUDO (optional)

The advice shared in this workshop is not found anywhere else. This is a rare
opportunity for in-person training and coaching with a business insider. Slots are
limited.  

BONUS OFFER

You will also have a chance to book a 45' in-person coaching session with me at a
discounted rate, for laser-guided advice on how to tackle and overcome your specific
challenges.

London Met students, alumni, and staff enjoy highly discounted rates.

DISCLAIMER:

This is not a London Met course. This is a private workshop offered in
partnership with London Met. The certificate of completion will reflect that
association. Classes will be conducted at London Met's state-of-the-art Interpreting
Suite. 

For more information, please direct your questions to theboothmate@gmail.com. I
hope to see as many of you as possible in London. 

Share this event on Facebook and Twitter.

We hope you can make it!

Cheers,

Ewandro Magalhaes, MACI, MIIS
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